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In 2000, an unknown attacker brought
down the websites of Amazon, CNN, Dell,
E*Trade, eBay, and Yahoo!, inciting panic
from Silicon Valley to the White House.
The FBI, police, and independent security
experts launched a manhunt as President
Clinton convened a cyber security summit
to determine how best to protect Americas
information infrastructure from future
attacks. Then, after hundreds of hours of
wiretapping, law enforcement officials
executed a late-night raid and came
face-to-face with the most wanted man in
cyberspace: a fifteen-year-old kid whose
username was Mafiaboy. Equal parts
true-crime thriller and expose, Portrait of
the Hacker as a Young Man, winner of the
Arthur Ellis Award for Nonfiction Book of
the Year, will take you on an electrifying
tour of the world of hacking and show how
its rapid evolution is making the Internet
the new frontier for crime in the 21st
century. It also includes a helpful guide to
protecting yourself online.
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Internet How I Cracked The Internet And Why Its Still Broken raid to apprehend the most wanted man in cyberspacea
fifteen-year-old kid. of hacking and how it has helped make the internet the new frontier for crime in the tweny-first
century. The Truth about Aaron Swartzs Crime Unhandled Exception Mafiaboy: A Portrait of the Hacker as a
Young Man. $3.49. Hardcover. Mafiaboy: How I Cracked The Internet And Why Its Still Broken. $19.97. Hardcover.
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